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Learned from Fauna Woolfe July 5, 2020
International Sharing Sunday-USA
The Shape of Color - Movement sentences using color.
Music: “Departure” from Joyful Noise 1 by Andy Monroe
Materials: Colored Paper or Slide Show of Colors
-

Explore the feeling of each color and create the shape you feel.
Choose an order for your shapes.
Perform the sequence with music. One shape per measure, and the fourth
measure for improvisation.
Extension: Add a measure of improvisation time after each shape after the
first 4 or 8 times through the pattern.
Perform with music

Musical Crayons: Music skill building ideas with crayons!
Materials: Crayons in Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Purple
Explore shape and line with crayons in a variety of
formations.
- Creative shapes: star, tree, smiley face
- Musical shapes: “guiro”, arch, Line
The sound of your crayons: Melodic Exploration
- Crayons change pitch as they leave the line

“Air Draw” Sound Exploration
- Choose your favorite crayon and explore shape and sound be drawing
designs in the air with simultaneous vocal exploration
- Include: flowing lines, dots, dabs, scoops, etc…

Fill the page with COLOR!
Color - Design - Improvisation - Elemental Form
Materials: White paper and crayons
(Fold down about 2 ½ in. of the paper to create a square)
Part I:
Create three areas
- Draw a line from the top of the page to the side of the page.
- Draw a second line from your first line to the other side or bottom.
Design
- Create a design with Red in one of the sections.
- Turn the paper and create a different design with Blue in another section .
- Turn the paper again, and create a third design with Yellow.
- Add to your designs with remaining colors, (purple, orange, green) and fill in
remaining white space. (light shading is a quick way to fill in white space with
color.)
Part II:
- Using vocal improvisation, create a theme for each area. This can be in the
form of melodic ideas, or “soundscapes”. (*This can also be done with
recorders, body percussion/movement, or instruments!)
- Choose an elemental form using A B C that has at least 4 parts. (ABACA;
ABACABA, ABCA etc...)

Stained Glass Light Dance!
Music: “Allegrezza” from Whispering Woods - Nadia Birkenstock
Materials: Your artwork and flashlight
Move artistically with the music!
- Use your flashlight to light each design area in the order of your form.
- Each section should last for 8 measures. (6/8 meter)
- Play with the light and move with the music. Try having the light closer and
farther from your picture.
- Go through your form twice with a 16 measure break before your repeat.

